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Le regard que jette Elliot Erwitt sur New York est parfois cru, parfois élégant, mais
toujours réaliste. Ses hommages monochromes à la Big Apple saisissent toutes les
nuances de cette métropole dynamique. L'œil du photographe a capturé la véritable
diversité de cette ville unique dans cette sélection de photos prises tout au long de la
carrière d'Erwitt, dont certaines photos inédites datant des années 1950 et 1960.

Dans cet hommage sincère et original au meilleur ami de l'homme, Elliot Erwitt
capture toute la diversité du royaume canin. Nous sommes les témoins
privilégiés des humeurs de chiens, galopin enjoué et dynamique au compagnon
tranquille et constant. Des petits chiens audaces et espiègles aux bêtes
massives et douces, les images d'Erwitt dévoilent le côté unique de ces
créatures qui nous sont si chères, tout en combinant un sens sûr de la
composition à la magie du moment.
This book gathers a vast body of recent works by Marc Quinn, including thosemade for
the exhibition Myth in the evocative spaces of Juliet's House in Verona. Alongside the
artist's more celebrated works, such as the Flower Paintings, numerous new works will
be on view, including the landmark Siren,made fromsolid gold. Inspired by graffiti left
over time on the walls of the courtyard of Juliet's house, Quinn has also created the
Love Paintings.
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During the 1980s the Marshallian concept of industrial district (ID) became widely popular due
to the resurgence of interest in the reasons that make the agglomeration of specialised
industries a territorial phenomenon worth being analysed. The analysis of clusters and IDs has
often been limited, considering only the local dimension of the created business networks. The
external links of these systems have been systematically under-evaluated. This book offers a
deep insight into the evolution of these systems and the internal-external mechanism of
knowledge circulation and learning. This means that the access to external knowledge
(information or R&D cooperative research) or to productive networks (global supply chains) is
studied in order to describe how external knowledge is absorbed and how local clusters or
districts become global systems. It provides a unified approach; showing that existing
capabilities expand when locally embedded knowledge is combined with accessible external
knowledge. In this view, external knowledge linkages reduce the danger of cognitive ‘lock-in’
and ‘over-embeddedness’, which may become important obstacles to local learning and
innovation when technological trajectories and global economic conditions change. A selection
of international experts

The kilns at Morgantina, site of the well-known excavations in central Sicily, are
an outstanding example of multiple potters' workshops in use during the late
Hellenistic period. In fully documenting these ten kilns, excavated between 1955
and 1963, Ninina Cuomo di Caprio offers both a representative cross-section of
the physical setting of ceramic production in this ancient Greek city and evidence
for its daily industrial activity. She includes detailed plans and section drawings of
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each kiln and formulates hypotheses on its operation in light of modern
thermodynamics. The text, which is in Italian, is preceded by an Englishlanguage summary. Cuomo di Caprio's archaeological study of the kiln structures
and their ceramic products is supplemented by such diagnostic tools as
thermoluminescence analysis, neutron activation analysis, X-ray diffraction, and
optical examination by polarizing microscope. Opening an entirely new window
into the everyday working practices of the Morgantina potters, this study
demonstrates that they operated at a very sophisticated level: selecting and
purifying specific clays, and adding certain materials to manipulate their working
and firing characteristics. Originally published in 1992. The Princeton Legacy
Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available
previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton
University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important
books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The
goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich
scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton
University Press since its founding in 1905.
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